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To Gesture at Absence: A Reading-With 

To think the definitionally unthinkable, to delineate and access that which is 

beyond-thought. Nothingness. The void. The signaled-by-negation. The no-longer-

present because absent, lost. The empty space in a universe, atom, room. These phrases 

gesture, attempt to catch nothingness with a form we can access.  

As exploration of nothingness Economy of the Unlost (Reading Simonides of Keos 

with Paul Celan) reminds us that this attempt courses through philosophical and poetic 

history. Parmenides: “You must gaze steadily at what is absent as if it were present by 

means of your mind” (103). Henri Bergson: “philosophical speculation makes use of the 

void to think the full” (104). Simonides: “Being man, you can’t ever say what will 

happen tomorrow/ nor, seeing a man prosper, how long it will last”(104). Paul Celan: “A/ 

star/ has probably still light./ Nothing,/ nothing is lost” (118). 

*** 

Two questions frame the tradition of thinking about nothing: can something come 

out of nothing? And, does thinking about nothing make it something? These questions 

date back to Thales, regarded by Aristotle to be the first western philosopher, and turn the 

topic both material (can matter come from non-matter?) and personal (how does my 

thinking not only access, but create, objects of thought?). As such, the questioner 

occupies a precarious position. To access the emptiness out there the questioner must be 

aware that she stands at its edge and implies her self with its naming: “a negative is a 

verbal event…that depends on the act of an imagining mind” (102). 



The fragmentary nature of Simonides’s and Celan’s texts necessarily place 

Carson’s project on this edge between presence and absence. To the fragments 

themselves Carson applies the tools of the scholar, working into the textual-material 

landscape in order to work outward towards absence. The extent to which Carson grafts 

fragments into a larger textual context is evidenced in the volume’s eight-and-a-half-page 

bibliography citing primary and secondary texts written by poets, philosophers, literary 

critics, art critics, historians, and economists in French, German, Italian, Spanish, Ancient 

Greek, and English. Along the bottom of its 134 pages rustle an accumulation of 256 

footnotes.  

Simonides’s text comes to us literally fragmented: while known to be a prolific 

writer, his extant corpus consists of just 1,300 legible words. Carson-the-scholar presents 

his work in Ancient Greek alongside translations primarily her own. She then builds 

outward from this materiality, explicating while filling in gaps and voids with discussion 

of translation, syntax, philology, and context. The context she provides is sometimes 

material, as when she writes about his epitaphs—one of the many genres in which he 

excelled—describing the economies of stone carving and stone reading. At other times, 

Carson works backwards from context, such as Plutarch’s brief mention of Simonides’s 

lost poem about Theseus, to well-reasoned speculation about a no-longer extant text. 

Because nearly contemporary and intentionally fragmented, Celan’s work 

requires less contextual scholarship. Yet, Carson’s approach to Celan is no less scholarly, 

presenting original German alongside English translations, delineating issues of 

translation, syntax, philology, and context. Her scrupulous close-readings serve to unpack 

Celan’s difficult poems, which, coded and dense, resist settling and defy singular 



definitive meaning. In addition to analyzing some of his more familiar poems, she also 

fills in our sense of Celan’s oeuvre by including less frequently analyzed work as well as 

speeches and prose texts.  

As such, with great generosity of intellect particularly of service to readers 

without training in the Classics, Carson-as-scholar brings what is absent (because lost, 

unsettled, multiple) into presence. But this scholarly action comprises only one mode of 

Carson’s engagement with the multiple voids surrounding these texts. For even as she 

cites, footnotes, and explicates she simultaneously unfurls Economy of the Unlost with 

lyric invention. These innovations include the very project of juxtaposing two such 

radically different writers. Additionally, Carson structures her chapters as constellations 

of titled sections that, while thematically linked, do not necessarily build linear 

arguments. Instead, the chapters work like a poem’s architecture of stanzas—a series of 

rooms.  

Tone, generating relationship between writer and source-text, writer and reader, 

becomes lyric tool. While always recognizably “Anne Carson,” Carson smoothes her 

voice over a broad register. At times she creates the cool distance between author/source 

text/reader appropriate to the Classics scholar: “The metrical units are reduced, from 

choriambic metra with dactylic expansion in verse 1, to choriambic metra alone in verse 

2…” (104)) At other times she confides and whispers intimately. About herself she 

confesses: “I do not want to be a windowless monad—my training and trainers opposed 

subjectivity strongly, I have struggled since the beginning to drive my thought out into 

the landscape of science and fact where other people converse logically and exchange 

judgments—but I go blind out there” (vii). About a Celan poem she utters: “The poem as 



a whole, recapitulating the first stanza, has the rhythm of a bloodsail, sailing forward in 

waves from gorselight to gorselight to you” (6). In one of her most engaging turns she 

dares to fold us, her readers, into Celan’s pronoun, this you: “That is why the whole of 

Celan’s poem gathers us into a movement—toward you—that sails to the end. But you, 

by the time we reach you, are just folding yourself away into a place we cannot go: sleep. 

Blank spaces instead of words fill out the verses around you as if to suggest your gradual 

recession down and away from our grasp” (9). 

*** 

One of the difficulties of thinking about nothing extends from its inaccessibility to 

the senses. And so how to enter its contours its movement its essence? Further, how to 

aptly figure emptiness in language, an act that hinges on making present? In the midst of 

such difficulty ancient philosophers debated the concept of an ubiquitous primeval 

material, an ur-matter composing the basis of the universe. Because the universe exists it 

was thought that ur-material must also exist because something, thinkers such as Thales 

logicked, cannot come from nothing.  

Air was a popular contender, but because it is invisible questions arose as to 

whether or not air was really a substance or simply empty space: nothingness. Story has it 

that Empedocles, in the middle of the fifth century BC, thought to measure air, for if it 

could be measured then it was not nothing, but was substance, albeit invisible. With the 

aid of a tank of water and a “water thief,” or clepshydra—a glass tube open at one end 

and enclosed with a sphere on the other—Empedocles began to experiment. He found 

that no water could enter the hydra until air had left, which proved that air was something 

occupying space, rather than emptiness itself.  



*** 

As Empedocles’ experiments with glass and water allowed him to more 

accurately know the un-sensible, Carson’s juxtaposition of Simonides and Celan affords 

access to what cannot be sensed directly: “With and against, aligned and adverse, each is 

placed like a surface on which the other may come into focus. Sometimes you can see a 

celestial object better by looking at something else, with it, in the sky” (viii). Economy’s 

comparison of these two very different figures’ often arrestingly similar relationships to 

death, alienation, negation, invisibility and other void-centric topics overtly probes the 

topic of nothingness overtly. However, the most compelling comparison lays bare 

through difference, exposing the great void between them. This ultimate revelation comes 

with the last question of the book: Do words hold good?: “Every time a poet writes a 

poem he is asking the question, Do words hold good? And the answer has to be yes: it is 

the counterfactual condition upon which a poet’s life depends” (121).  

Do words hold good: anxieties energizing this problem strikes a contemporary 

frequency, and Carson’s juxtaposition presents a case study in a fundamental way that 

poetry’s relation to “holding good” has shifted since antiquity. Simonides’s answer to this 

question is a resounding yes: “Simonides’s lack of despair is noteworthy. Do words hold 

good for him? Yes they do and, on the basis of this goodness, he invented a genre of 

poetry” (122) the epinikion—the formal praise poem or epinician ode, delivered at the 

closing of Olympic and other athletic games to honor the victors.  

Carson’s description of epinician odes conveys the extent to which this genre was 

less a form of writing than it was a communal event:  



The odes were given in choral performance—combining music, song and dance—

to an audience that might include the victor, his kinsmen, fellow competitors, 

fellow citizens and other spectators. It is hard to overestimate the social, ethical, 

and epistemological importance of these performances to the community in which 

they took place. Indeed community is constituted by such acts (122). 

In virtue of the communal importance of this role, epinician poets were compelled 

to “take seriously their own function of counterbalancing private emotion with communal 

reasoning” (122). It is this public role of balancing that affords the poet—and the words 

upon which he stakes the validity of his own being—goodness. Do words hold good, is 

the life of the poet a good—a good enough—life to guarantee a life of something rather 

than nothing? Yes, yes and more yes, says Carson for Simonides: the language-workers 

of his time are not only taken seriously but are needed for “in words he knows how to 

clear away everything ugly, blameworthy, incommensurable or mad and manifest what is 

worth praise” for an entire community (126). 

To Simonides’s public, communal ode-making Carson contrasts Celan’s private, 

interior lyric utterance. “Who needs a Celan?” Carson writes, posing a rhetorical 

question. “It would be an understatement to say the function of praise is denied to the 

modern poet. Not only because all epistemological authority to define a boundary 

between blameworthy and praiseworthy has been withdrawn from him, but because the 

justice and health of his community are regarded as beyond redemption” (126).  

*** 

 “Negation,” Carson writes, “requires this collusion of the present and the absent 

on the screen of the imagination. The one is measured against the other and found to be 



discrepant; the discrepant datum is annihilated by a word meaning ‘No’” (102).  By 

juxtaposing the vivid communal performance of poetry in antiquity with the utter lack of 

such arena in contemporary times, Carson allows us to experience the weight and pull of 

negation. We do not just intellectually understand—but internally feel—the lack of such 

communal activity and space when our imagination compares the ode-filled festivities of 

an Olympian closing ceremony to April 20, 1970, a lone desk in an empty room, a 

biography of Hölderlin open to a page where Celan has underlined the phrase 

“Sometimes this genius goes dark and sinks down into the well of the heart” as one of his 

last gestures before taking his own life by drowning (120). 

As with the inherent impossibility of describing emptiness, nothing that can be 

said is adequate to the raw edge of such lack. Words fail despite gestures of holding, such 

as Celan’s poems held to and for others: Hölderlin, Martin Buber, Rosa Luxemburg, 

Heidegger. Words fail despite the fact that Carson herself holds Celan’s poems to the 

light. 

When Carson asks Do words hold good? she ultimately asks us whether or not 

words hold good now: is it possible, absent communal poetic function, for language to 

bear this weight. While she does not answer this question overtly, I read her overall 

project (here and across the body of her work) as passionate attempt to say yes and to 

make it so, while at the same time bearing witness to the devastation of failure. By 

including, and writing into, a community of voices—poets, scholars, and other varieties 

of language-makers—Carson holds open textual space to the praise of thought and song 

that otherwise might be lost.  
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